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Abstract. This paper explicates each of the seven sections of mathematician Richard 
Dedekind’s 1858 essay “Continuity and Irrational Numbers”, which he eventually published in 
1872. In this essay, he provides a simple, completely arithmetic proof of the continuity of the 
set of real numbers, a property on which the validity of many mathematical theorems, especially 
those in calculus, depend. The intent of this paper is to familiarize the reader with the details of 
Dedekind’s argument, which is exceptionally easy to follow and self-contained. Although the 
real numbers were often imagined as points lying on an infinite line, as a calculus instructor in 
Zürich, Switzerland, Dedekind became deeply troubled by the need to reference geometry when 
teaching his students concepts such as functions and limits. This inspired him to develop a 
rigorous arithmetic foundation for the set of real numbers, in which, through the use of what are 
now called “Dedekind cuts,” he cleverly defines both rational and irrational numbers, and 
demonstrates how they fit together to form the continuum of real numbers. Alternative 
viewpoints and criticisms of his work exist, and one is briefly discussed at the conclusion of the 
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1 Introduction 
In 1858, mathematician Richard Dedekind wrote a paper on the subject of the continuum entitled 
“Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” in which he provides an arithmetic proof of the continuity 
of the set of real numbers.  Using a concept to which we today refer as “Dedekind cuts,” he 
defines rational and irrational numbers, and shows how they combine to form the continuum of 
real numbers.  In Section 2, we are given biographical and background information relevant to 
Dedekind’s work.  The next four sections pertain specifically to passages in “Continuity and 
Irrational Numbers.”  In Section 3, we examine his explanation of the creation of rational 
numbers, and their properties.  In Section 4, we are introduced to Dedekind cuts, irrational 
numbers, and their properties.  In Section 5, we show how Dedekind proved the rational and 
irrational numbers defined by these cuts fit together to form a totally ordered continuum.  In 
Section 6, we explicate Dedekind’s proofs of two theorems using his new, arithmetic proof of the 
continuity of the set of real numbers.  Finally, in Section 7, we are given a brief conclusion 
mentioning an alternative viewpoint. 
2 Background Information 
Julius Wilhelm Richard Dedekind, more well-known as simply Richard Dedekind, was born in 
1831 in Braunschweig, Germany.  As a youth, he was a student of science, but soon gained a 
preference for mathematics due to the precision it offered over other disciplines.  In 1849, he 
began studying with Carl Friedrich Gauss – widely considered one of history’s greatest 
mathematicians – at the University of Göttingen, Germany, where he received his Doctorate in 
1852 [1, p.38].  After studying number theory, definite integrals, and partial differential 
equations under the direction of Lejeune Dirichlet from 1855 to 1858, Dedekind was appointed 
to teach Calculus at the Polytechnikum in Zürich, Switzerland [1, p.38].  It is in preparation for 
his lectures there that he again became bothered by a lack of precision.  At that point in time, 
references to geometry were necessary to introduce some of the basic concepts of functions and 
limits, but there existed no arithmetic definition of the concept of real numbers – a concept on 
which the idea of functions and the theory of limits were dependent [3, p. 764].  In 1872, he 
wrote a preface to his then unpublished 1858 essay “Stetigkeit und irrationale Zahlen,” or 
“Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” in which he explains: 
 
For myself this feeling of dissatisfaction was so overpowering that I made the fixed 
resolve to keep meditating on the question till I should find a purely arithmetic and 
perfectly rigorous foundation for the principles of infinitesimal analysis.  The statement is 
so frequently made that the differential calculus deals with continuous magnitude, and yet 
an explanation of this continuity is nowhere given; even the most rigorous expositions of 
the differential calculus do not base their proofs upon continuity but, with more or less 
consciousness of the fact, they either appeal to geometric notions or those suggested by 
geometry, or depend upon theorems which are never established in a purely arithmetic 
manner. 
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The seven sections in the essay which follow attempt to provide such a “rigorous foundation.”  It 
should be noted that when quoting sections of this work, any words appearing in square brackets 
are my own. 
3 Definition and Properties of Rational Numbers 
In Section I of “Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” entitled “Properties of Rational Numbers,” 
Dedekind gives a brief explanation of the set of rational numbers, pointing out how they can be 
created from the set of natural numbers {1, 2, 3, …}.  The natural numbers, he explains, are a 
natural consequence of the simple act of counting, where each object (number) is defined by the 
one preceding it.  The acts of addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division in combination 
with human intuition led to the creation of the number zero, negative and fractional numbers, 
which together compose the set of rational numbers.  Dedekind denotes this “system” by “R,” 
though today Q is more commonly used, and goes on to briefly explain some commonly known, 
intuitive properties of the set.  He specifically points out the property of the rational numbers 
most important to his purposes in the essay, that they form “a well-arranged [totally ordered] 
domain of one dimension extending to infinity on two opposite sides,” and notes that any two 
rational numbers a, b differ when the expression a – b has either a positive (when a > b) or 
negative (when b > a) value.  Three laws are then established in regard to these ways in which 
numbers can differ. 
 
First law for rationals: If a > b, b > c, then a > c, and b lies between the numbers a and c.   
 
Second law for rationals: Infinitely many numbers lie between any two different numbers a, 
and c. 
 
Third law for rationals (original form): 
  
If a is any definite [rational] number, then all numbers of the system R [Q] fall into two 
classes, A1 and A2, each of which contains infinitely many individuals; the first class A1 
comprises all numbers a1 that are < a, the second class A2 comprises all numbers a2 that 
are > a; the number a itself may be assigned at pleasure to the first or second class, being 
respectively the greatest number of the first class or the least of the second.  In every 
case, the separation of the system into the two classes A1, A2 is such that every number of 
the first class A1 is less than every number of the second class A2.   
 
In Section II of his essay, entitled “Comparison of the Rational Numbers with the Points of a 
Straight Line,” Dedekind shows how the properties and laws just established for the “arithmetic” 
rational numbers relate to the position of “geometric” points on a straight line L distinguished as 
having the directions “right” and “left.”  This is easily accomplished, but is valuable preparation 
for the ideas to be presented later on in the work.  Given two different points p and q on L, p 
either lies to the right or left of q.  The three laws offered above for rational numbers stand in a 
similar fashion for L.   
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First law for points on L: If p lies to the right of q, and q to the right of point r, then q lies 
between p and r. 
 
Second law for points on L: There lie infinitely many points between any two different points p 
and r on L.   
 
Third law for points on L: The line L is divided into two classes P1 and P2 by any definite point 
p on L such that every point p1 in P1 lies to the left of every point p2 in P2, and the point p can be 
assigned to either class.   
 
Every rational number a corresponds to a point on L.  The position of this point is found by 
laying a line of length |a| on L from an origin point (corresponding to the rational number zero) 
to the end-point p (to the right when a > 0, to the left when a < 0) which then corresponds to a.  
This correspondence is very intuitive, and easy to imagine. 
4 Dedekind Cuts and the Creation of Irrational Numbers 
Section III examines the fact that there are infinitely many points on the line L which do not 
correspond in this way to any rational number, and thus “The straight line L is infinitely richer in 
point-individuals than the domain R of rational numbers in number-individuals” (2, p. 9).  It is 
then his desire to extend the set R containing all rational numbers by creating new numbers in 
order to give its domain the same “continuity” as the straight line L, and to do so using only 
arithmetic.  He explains: 
 
Just as negative and fractional rational numbers are formed by a new creation, and as the 
laws of operating with these numbers must and can be reduced to the laws of operating 
with positive integers, so we must endeavor completely to define irrational numbers by 
means of the rational numbers alone.  The question only remains how to do this [2, p. 
10]. 
 
He goes on to describe the “essence” of the continuity found in a straight line and sought in the 
domain of his set of numbers with the following principle: 
 
If all points of the straight line fall into two classes such that every point of the first 
class lies to the left of every point of the second class, there exists one and only one point 
which produces this division of all points into two classes, this severing of the straight 
line into two portions [2, p. 11]. 
 
This concept is highly intuitive, and it is apparent not only that the set of rational numbers 
meets this requirement, but that its “gaps” can be “filled in” with new “irrational” numbers to 
create a continuous domain.  To the notion that such a “commonplace remark” might hold the 
“secret of continuity,” Dedekind memorably responds, “I am glad if every one finds the above 
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principle so obvious and so in harmony with his own ideas of a line; for I am utterly unable to 
adduce any proof of its correctness, nor has any one the power” [2, p. 11-12]. 
In Section IV of his work, Dedekind defines a way to create his “irrational” numbers.  
Recalling his work in the first sections, he reminds us that any rational number a creates a 
separation of the rational numbers into two classes A1 and A2 such that every a1 ∈ A1 is less than 
every a2 ∈ A2, where a is either the greatest number in A1 or the least number in A2.  He then 
decides to call any such separation of the rational numbers without the requirement that a is the 
greatest element of A1, or least in A2, a “cut” designated by (A1, A2).  Obviously, when such a cut 
is formed by a rational number a, then a must be a member of one of the two classes. 
 
4.1 Excerpt from “IV.  CREATION OF IRRATIONAL NUMBERS” 
But it is easy to show that there exist infinitely many cuts not produced by rational 
numbers.  The following example suggests itself most readily.  
Let D be a positive integer but not the square of an integer, then there exists a positive 
integer λ such that  
λ2 < D < (λ + 1)2. 
If we assign to the second class A2, every positive rational number a2 whose square is 
> D, to the first class A1 all other rational numbers a1 [A1 = {a1 ∈ Q | a1 ∉ A2} = {a1 ∈ Q | 
a1 ≤ 0 or a12 ≤ D}], this separation forms a cut (A1, A2), i.e., every number a1 is less than 
every number a2.  For if a1 = 0, or is negative, then on that ground a1 is less than any 
number a2, because, by definition, this last [a2] is positive, if a1 is positive, then is its 
square ≤ D and hence a1 is less than any positive number a2 whose square is > D.  
 
[a12 ≤ D < a22 
a12 < a22 
So, taking the positive square root of both sides,  
a1 < a2] 
 
[Theorem] But this cut is produced by no rational number.  To demonstrate this it 
must be shown first of all that [Statement of Lemma] there exists no rational number 
whose square = D.  Although this is known from the first elements of the theory of 
numbers, still the following indirect proof may find place here.  
  
[Proof of Lemma by contradiction]  
 
If there exist a rational number whose square = D, then there exist two positive 
integers t, u, [t > 0 and u > 0] that satisfy the equation  
 
t2 – Du2 = 0, 
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and we may assume that u is the least positive integer possessing the property that its 
square, by multiplication by D, may be converted into the square of an integer t.  Since 
evidently  
[as λ! < ! = !!
!
< λ+ 1 ! 
and taking the positive square root, 
λ < !! < λ+ 1, hence] 
λ! < ! < (λ+ 1)! 
the number !!= ! − λ! is a positive integer certainly less than !  
[0 < !! < ! 
since 0 = λ! − λ! < ! − λ! < λ+ 1 ! − λ! = !]. 
If further we put  
!!= Du − λt, 
!′ is likewise a positive integer 




! = !" 
0 < !" − λ! = !′ ], 
and we have  
!′! –  !"′! 
[= (!" −  λ!)! − !(! −  λ!)! 
= !!!! − 2!"λ! + λ!!! − !!! + 2!"λ! − !λ!!! 
= λ!!! − !!! − !λ!!! + !!!!] 
= (λ2 − D)(t2 – Du2) = 0, 
[since t2 – Du2 = 0,] 
 
which is contrary to the assumption respecting u [from above !!′! = !′!, and since !′ < 
u, then u is not “the least positive integer possessing the property that its square, by 
multiplication by D, may be converted into the square of an integer.”]  [End of proof of 
Lemma] 
 
[Proof of Theorem] 
Hence the square of every rational number x is either < D or > D.  From this it easily 
follows that there is neither in the class A1 a greatest, nor in the class A2 a least [rational] 
number.  For if we put [consider the following rational number noting that since D > 0, 
then the denominator 3x2 + D > 0,] 
! =  !(!
! + 3!)
3!! + !                             [1] 
we have  
! − ! =  2! ! −  !
!
3!! + !                    [2] 
[Since 
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! − ! =  ! !
! + 3!
3!! + ! −
! 3!! + !
3!! + ! =
! !! + 3! − 3!! − !
3!! + !  
= ! 2! − 2!
!
3!! + ! =
2! ! − !!
3!! + ! . ] 
and  
!! − ! =  !
! − ! !
3!! + ! !                    [3] 
[Since 
!! − ! =  !
! !! + 3! !
3!! + ! ! −
! 3!! + ! !
3!! + ! !  
= !
! !! + 6!!! + 9!! − ! 9!! + 6!!! + !!
3!! + ! !  
= !
! + 6!!! + 9!!!! − 9!!! − 6!!!! − !!
3!! + ! ! =
!! − 3!!! + 3!!!! − !!
3!! + ! !  
= !
! − ! !
3!! + ! ! . ] 
If in this we assume x to be a positive number from the class A1, then [by definition of 
A1] x2 < D [so D – x2 > 0], and hence y > x [as then ! − ! > 0, by equation 2], and y2 < D 
[as !! − ! < 0, by equation 3].  Therefore y likewise belongs to the class A1 [Hence x is 
not the greatest rational number in A1.].  But if we assume x to be a [positive] number 
from the class A2, then x2 > D, and hence y < x, y > 0, and y2 > D.  Therefore y likewise 
belongs to the class A2 [Hence x is not the least rational number in A2.]. This cut is 
therefore produced by no rational number.  [End of Proof of Theorem] 
In this property that not all cuts are produced by rational numbers consists the 
incompleteness or discontinuity of the domain R [Q] of all rational numbers. 
Whenever, then, we have to do with a cut (A1, A2) produced by no rational number, we 
create a new, and irrational number a, which we regard as completely defined by this cut 
(A1, A2). 
5 Proof that Real Numbers are Continuous and Totally Ordered 
Dedekind goes on to show that this new set of all rational and irrational numbers – the set of 
real numbers – defined by cuts on the rational numbers, forms a well-arranged [totally ordered] 
domain.  That is, the three laws previously ascribed to the rational numbers, and to the line L, 
also prevail when it comes to the real numbers.  He then provides a proof of the continuity of this 
set. 
5.1 Excerpt (iv) from “V.  CONTINUITY OF THE DOMAIN OF REAL 
NUMBERS” 
[Theorem] 
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If the system [set] R  of all real numbers breaks up into two classes A1, A2 such that 
every number α1 of the class A1 is less than every number α2 of the class A2 then there 
exists one and only one number α by which this separation is produced. 
Proof.  By the separation or the cut of R  into A1 and A  2 we obtain at the same time 
a cut (A1, A2) of the system R [Q] of all rational numbers which is defined by this that A1 
contains all rational numbers of the class A  1 and A2 all other rational numbers, i.e., all 
rational numbers of the class A  2.  Let α be the perfectly definite number which produces 
this cut (A1, A2).  If β is any number different from α, there are always infinitely many 
rational numbers c lying between α and β.  If β < α, then c < α; hence c belongs to the 
class A1 and consequently also to the class A  1, and since at the same time β < c then β 
also belongs to the same class A  1, because every number in A  2 is greater than every 
number c in A  1. But if β > α, then is c > α; hence c belongs to the class A2 and 
consequently also to the class A  2, and since at the same time β > c, then β also belongs 
to the same class A  2, because every number in A  1 is less than every number c in A  2.  
Hence every number β different from α belongs to the class A  1 or to the class A  2 
according as β < α or β > α; consequently α itself is either the greatest number in A  1 or 
the least number in A  2, i.e., α is one and obviously the only number by which the 
separation of R  into the classes A  1, A  2 is produced.  Which was to be proved.   
[End of proof] 
 
 In Section VI of “Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” Dedekind goes on to show how 
operations on this newly created set of real numbers – the collection of cuts on the set of rational 
numbers – can be performed.   
5.2 Excerpt from “VI. OPERATIONS WITH REAL NUMBERS” 
 To reduce any operation with two real numbers α, β to operations with rational 
numbers, it is only necessary from the cuts (A1, A2), (B1, B2) produced by the numbers α 
and β in the system [set] R [Q] to define the cut (C1, C2) which is to correspond to the 
result of the operation, γ.  I confine myself here to the discussion of the simplest case, 
that of addition.   
If c is any rational number, we put it into the class C1, provided there are two 
numbers one a1 in A1 and one b1 in B1 such that their sum a1 + b1 ≥ c; all other rational 
numbers shall be put into the class C2 [= ! ∈ ! ∀!! ∈ !! and !! ∈ !!,we have !! +
!! < !}].  [Theorem] This separation of all rational numbers into the two classes C1, C2 
evidently forms a cut, since every number c1 in C1 is less than every number c2 in C2.  
[Proof] If both α and β are rational, then every number c1 contained in C1 is ≤ α + β, 
because a1 ≤ α, b1 ≤ β, and therefore a1 + b1 ≤ α + β; further, if [on the contrary] there 
were contained in C2 a number c2 < α + β, hence α + β = c2 + p, where p is a positive 
rational number, then we should have  
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!! [= ! + ! − !] = ! − !! ! + ! −
!
! ! , 
which contradicts the definition of the number c2, because α − 
!
! ! is a number in A1 [as 
! −  !! ! < !] and β − 
!
! ! a number in B1 [as ! −
!
! ! < !] [meaning, since !! ∈ !!, we 
have !! = ! − !! ! + ! −
!
! ! < !!, a contradiction]; consequently every number c2 
contained in C2 is ≥ α + β.  Therefore in this case the cut (C1, C2) is produced by the sum 
α + β.  Thus we shall not violate the definition which holds in the arithmetic of rational 
numbers if in all cases we understand by the sum α + β of any two real numbers α, β that 
number γ by which the cut (C1, C2) is produced.  Further, if only one of the two numbers 
α, β is rational, e. g., α, it is easy to see that it makes no difference with the sum γ = α + β 
whether the number α is put into the class A1 or into the class A2.  
[End of Proof] 
 
Following this demonstration of addition with real numbers, Dedekind explains briefly how, 
“Just as addition is defined, so can the other operations of the so-called elementary arithmetic be 
defined, viz., the formation of differences, products, quotients, powers, roots, logarithms…” but 
notes the “excessive length that is to be feared in the definitions of the more complicated 
operations” [2, p. 22].  However, he claims that avoiding this length can be aided by other 
considerations, which we will not discuss here. 
6 Application of that Proof 
In Section VII of “Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” Dedekind finally applies his arithmetic 
proof of the continuity of real numbers to “certain fundamental theorems of infinitesimal 
analysis,” [2, p. 24] demonstrating his success in devising the “purely arithmetic and perfectly 
rigorous foundation” [2, p. 1] he originally sought. 
6.1 Excerpt from “VII.  INFINITESIMAL ANALYSIS” 
We say that a variable magnitude [e.g., a function] x which passes through successive 
definite numerical values [say, as the argument increases or decreases] approaches a 
fixed limiting value α when in the course of the process x lies finally between [any] two 
numbers between which α itself lies, or, what amounts to the same, when the difference x 
− α taken absolutely [the absolute value of x – α] becomes finally less than any given 
value different from zero.  
One of the most important theorems may be stated in the following manner:  
[Theorem] 
“If a magnitude x grows continually but not beyond all limits it approaches a limiting 
value.”  [If a function (“magnitude”), say ! = !(!), is increasing (“grows continually”) 
and is bounded above (“but not beyond all limits”), then it has a limit value.] 
[Proof] 
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I prove it in the following way.  By hypothesis there exists one and hence [by the 
second of the three laws earlier for points on the straight line L, and for rational numbers 
in sections II and III, respectively] there exist infinitely many numbers α2 such that x 
remains continually < α2; I designate by A  2 the system of all these numbers α2 [A  2 
= !! ∈ !  ∀!, !(!) < !!}], by A  1 the system of all other numbers α1 [A  1 = {!! ∈
! |∃! such that !(!) ≥ !!}]; each of the latter possesses the property that in the course 
of the process [say, as ! increases] x becomes finally = α1, hence every number α1 is less 
than every number α2 and consequently there exists a number α which is either the 
greatest in A  1 or the least in A  2 (V, iv) [See the excerpt above.].  The former [that α is 
the greatest number in A  1] cannot be the case since x never ceases to grow, hence α is 
the least number in A  2.  Whatever number α1 be taken we shall have finally α1 < x < α, 
i.e., x approaches the limiting value α.   
[End of proof] 
This theorem is equivalent to the principle of continuity, i.e., it loses its validity as 
soon as we assume a single real number not to be contained in the domain R ; or 
otherwise expressed: if this theorem is correct, then is also theorem iv. in V. correct.  
Another theorem of infinitesimal analysis, likewise equivalent to this, which is still 
oftener employed, may be stated as follows:  
[Theorem] 
“If in the variation of a magnitude x [e.g., a function ! = !(!)] we can for every given 
positive magnitude [real number] δ assign a corresponding position [value of t] from 
[which] and after which [meaning as t increases] x changes by less than δ then x 
approaches a limiting value.” [This statement recalls French mathematician Augustin-
Louis Cauchy’s famous criterion for the convergence of a sequence, which states that a 
sequence !!  converges if and only if for every real number δ > 0, there is a natural 
number N such that whenever !,! ≥ ! we have !! − !! < δ.] 
[End of Statement of Theorem] 
This converse of the easily demonstrated theorem that every variable magnitude which 
approaches a limiting value finally changes by less than any given positive magnitude 
can be derived as well from the preceding theorem as directly from the principle of 
continuity.  I take the latter course.   
[Proof of that converse] 
Let δ be any positive magnitude (i.e., δ > 0), then by hypothesis a time will come after 
which x will change by less than δ, i.e., if at this time x has the value a, then afterwards 
we shall continually have x > a − δ and x < a + δ.  I now for a moment lay aside the 
original hypothesis and make use only of the theorem just demonstrated that all later 
values of the variable x lie between two assignable finite values.  Upon this I base a 
double separation of all real numbers.  To the system A  2 I assign a number α2 (e.g., a + 
δ) when in the course of the process x becomes finally ≤ α2 [A  2 
= !! ∈ ! ∃!! such that ∀! > !!, !(!) ≤ !!}]; to the system A  1 I assign every number 
not contained in A  2; if α1 is such a number, then, however far the process may have 
advanced, it will still happen infinitely many times that x > [α1] [this is an error in the 
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English translation, so A  1 = !! ∈ !  ∃!! such that ∀t > !!, ! > !!}].  Since every 
number α1 is less than every number α2 there exists a perfectly definite number α which 
produces this cut (A  1, A  2) of the system R  [demonstrated in sections II and III] and 
which I will call the upper limit of the variable x which always remains finite.  Likewise 
as a result of the behavior of the variable x a second cut (B1, B2) of the system R  is 
produced; a number [β1] (e. g., a – δ) is assigned to [B1] when in the course of the 
process x becomes finally ≥ β1 [B1 = !! ∈ ! ∃!! such that ∀! > !!, !(!) ≥ !!}]; every 
other number β2, to be assigned to B2, has the property that x is never finally ≥ β2 [B2 =
!! ∈ ! ∃!! such that ∀! > !!, ! < !!}]; therefore infinitely many times x becomes < β2; 
the number β by which this cut is produced I call the lower limiting value of the variable 
x.  The two numbers α, β are obviously characterised by the following property: if ε is an 
arbitrarily small positive magnitude [ε > 0] then we have always finally x < α + ε and x > 
β − ε, but never finally x < α − ε and never finally x > β + ε.  Now two cases are possible.  
[The first case: ! ≠ !] If α and β are different from each other, then necessarily α > β, 
since continually α2 ≥ [β1] [because by definition eventually, α2 ≥ x ≥ β1]; the variable x 
oscillates, and, however far the process advances, always undergoes changes whose 
amount surpasses the value (α − β) − 2ε [= ! − ε − ! + ε ] where ε is an arbitrarily 
small positive magnitude [real number].  The original hypothesis [that we can assign a 
value of x from which and after which x changes by less than any given positive real 
number] to which I now return contradicts this consequence;  
there remains only the second case α = β since it has already been shown that, however 
small be the positive magnitude ε, we always have finally x < α + ε and x > β − ε, x 
approaches the limiting value α, which was to be proved.  [End of proof of that converse]   
These examples may suffice to bring out the connection between the principle of 
continuity and infinitesimal analysis. 
7 Conclusion and an Alternative Viewpoint 
So concludes “Continuity and Irrational Numbers,” Richard Dedekind’s self-contained attempt 
to demonstrate the continuity of the real numbers using only arithmetical reasoning.    It is worth 
noting that his definition of continuity did not go unquestioned by other mathematical minds of 
his time.  The most prominent alternative viewpoint claims that a continuum cannot be 
compositional in nature.  That is, as Dedekind’s real numbers are composed of discrete elements, 
they cannot be continuous.  Paul du Bois-Reymond, a German mathematician who was alive 
when “Continuity and Irrational Numbers” was published, called the reduction of a continuum to 
discrete elements “a program whose philosophical cogency, and even logical consistency, had 
been challenged many times over the centuries” [1, p. 53].  It should be noted though, that 
Dedekind did succeed in completing his own stated goals, namely freeing calculus from 
geometrical references, and allowing a function to “approach a limit continuously, numerically, 
consistently” [1, p. 55], and did so in an extremely impressive, simple, easy-to-follow fashion. 
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